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Activity : Mannequin Challenge
Organized By : Operation Club
Time and Date : 11.00 a.m., 12.10.2019

On 12th of October 2019, the Operation Club of II MBA organized Mannequin challenge competition for the students of II MBA an outdoor action (john bed block), Sacred Heart College, Tirupattur. The day was allocated only for the activities through which the students were enhanced and given the opportunity to learn more by doing what they had learned in the class. The activity organized was also of stimulating the interest of the students to learn in a more creative manner.

The students were divided into five different teams with unique names given to them. They own theme upon which they had to perform and exhibit the given theme. The themes given were of common position like a Bank Issue, Soil to Social, Tribe in 2035, How Dare You and Real Soldiers of the Country.

The organizing team was spearheaded by the operation Club staff in charge Rev. Fr. Sajan M Georje SDB and Dr. S. Sasikumar. The club activity coordinator Prof. Lawrence under whose instruction the program was executed. The students were energetic to participate in the competitions. Each team was judged under certain criteria such as the creativity, time management, proper execution of the theme and coordination among the members of the team. Fr. Sajan, Dr. Sasiganth, Prof. Alexander, Dr. Arockia Mary were the judges for the competition.

Every team performed better than the others. The first three top scoring teams were awarded with prizes. The teams were Sky(Tian in Chinese), Land(Terra in Spanish), Air (Kuki in Japanese), Fire (Ignis in Latin), Water (Paaniin Hindi) . These names are related with the pancaputam name.